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Would I Be Called A Christian?
Would I be called a Christian if everybody knew my secret
thoughts and feelings and everything I do?
O h , could they see the likeness of Christ in me each day?
O h , could they hear Him speaking in every word I say?
W o u l d I be called a Christian if everyone should know that I was
found in places that Jesus would not go?
O h , could they hear His echo in every song I sing?
In eating, drinking, dressing could they see Christ, My King?
Would I be called a Christian if judged by what I read—by all my
recreation, my every thought and deed?
Could I be counted Christ-like as I now work and play—Unselfish,
kind, forgiving to others every day?
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Keeping In Step
Edwin Raymond
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ready for whatever marks are striped out
and cast forth. And that will require the
good measure of overhauling and upsetting
and turning-about, as the Holy Spirit shall
deal with us. But then, it shall be worth
it all. when we bear the consciousness of
His pleasure, and find our work to deeper
and richer measure on behalf of those
who as yet. know Him not. A holy sensitivity to His leadings alone, will be required, for the "drumbeats of God" are
often traced in "still small voices," that
require holy hush for the whole hearing.
Yes, beloved, there is such opportunity
in this day, when men of the world desire
the voice from one who has traveled some
other and different way. What tragedy that
so many turn to miserable mystics and
fancy fortune-gazers, who promise everything and provide less than naught! But
what a greater tragedy when Christians,
who alone know the Way. the Truth, and
the Life (John 14:6), blunder instead of
boldly breaking into the breach! It is high
time to be "different" in far different manner, giving true room for the glory and
grace of the Lord to be manifested amidst
these wastelands.—Waterbury, Conn.

other cures, for the aches and agonies
which have forever troubled the heart.
Yes! this is a day to welcome the accusaopinions. "If I do not appear to be keep- tion of being out-of-step, and of hearing a
ing step with others, it may be that I am far different drumbeat!
But then, it will mean little to be outhearing a different drumbeat." Whether
that was the case or no, with Thoreau, we of-step with the world, if we are not, in
can never know, nor does it matter too that same measure, "in step" with the
much. But surely, beloved, surely it ought Lord Jesus Christ. It will mean little to
to be the case with those who profess the dim our ears to the whisperings of the
Name of the Lord Jesus Christ, as Saviour world, if in that same measure, we do not
and Lord, Master Supreme of all for heart open those ears and hearts to the voice of
the Man of Calvary. Far too many of the
and life!
As Christians, we shall always appear saints, seem to live in a spiritual sort of
to be out-of-step with the ways and meas- "no man's land." They are not linked with
ures of this world. And I believe that we the world, but somehow they do not bear
should welcome the accusation, and turn testimony of being closely linked with the
it into a weapon, for the attention and Lord. They are not running with the things
conviction of many worldlings. For. it is of time, but somehow they do not seem to
more true than we would dare to realize, be following after the things which make
that this old world is looking for people for righteousness and holiness. They do
out-of-step. and marching in line with a nothing wrong; but then, they do not seem
different drumbeat. Let a man be called to be doing very much in the way of right. £~X~i~X~X"M~!~i~t~X"X~X"X~X~X"X~X~t«
a mystic, and let him go awav somewhere They alas! seem to be doing nothing. And
for a spell, and then return with the prom- I say, that the time is far too late for such
ise of some "long hidden secret in the negative living. "I would that thou were
depths of mountain fastness." and such rather hot or cold," but never that lukelike, and the world will flock for the hear- warmness which alas! seems to mark many
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ing. And let such a man sit down to write in the midst. Sad indeed, that many seem
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Preach Judgment

Editorial
THESE TROUBLED DAYS
There is good evidence that we are in the
. grip of increasing world-wide forces over
which the average individual seems to
have little control—forces which seem to
be sweeping us toward an atomic and
bacteriological war. In the light of these
far-flung dangers which threaten us, many
personal concerns are being voiced.
On September 14 at a great youth rally
congregated at the Rose Bowl, in the presence of over fifty thousand people. Billy
Graham made the statement something
like this, several years ago I predicted the
end of things in five years but now I do
not think it will be more than two years.
Billy Graham is only saying what to])
scientists are saying.
Long years ago Robert Burns pictured
the unpleasant side of human behavior in
these few words:
"Mans inhumanity to man
Makes countless thousands
mourn."
There is an old song that runs like this:
"When I pretend I'm gay .
I never feel that way;
I'm only painting the clouds
with sunshine."
How true it is! From hidden worries,
few are free. If we could look into the
gayest of hearts and the calmest of minds
you would probably find problems and
anxieties about the home life, about the
health and welfare of relatives, about their
future security and countless fears which
darken lives and impede our spiritual
progress.
Now there are two reasons why I trouble
you with these disturbing facts. First, I
want to remind you' of the words of Jesus
for days like these. In Matthew 24:6, we
find these comforting words "See that ye
be not troubled." These words are nestled
right in the midst of warnings of wars
and rumors of wars. Read the entire chapter for confidence and assurance that for
the Christian all change will work out for
his eternal triumph.
The second reason I call to your attention these dark days, is that we can do
something about them. We have become
so obsessed with the development of physical weapons for destruction that we have
become blinded to the fact that the greatest conquering forces are without destruction. I refer the forces of love, prayer,
overcoming evil by doing good and all
these made practical in every day life.
The reason why these forces have not
been more effective may be due to the fact
that we have cluttered up our lives and
our churches with so many details that

we have almost lost sight of the true objective of the Christian's mission that is,
evangelism. "Ye are my witnesses"; My
evidences, My credentials, My arguments;
—in Jerusalem, in Judea, in Samaria, and
to the uttermost part of the earth, said
Jesus. The most important work ever
committed to mortal man is the privilege
of telling the good news to a lost world.
In the name of Jesus and in the power of
the Holy Spirit let us arise and thrust in
the sickle for the fields are ripe unto
harvest.
—Jesse F. Lady

Smith's Leave for Field
"Ye have not chosen me ; but I have
chosen you, and ordained you that ye
should go and bring forth fruit and that
your fruit should remain that whatsoever
ye shall ask of the Father in my name, he
may give it you.'' John 15:16
We know that God has called us into
the work of His Kingdom. Though I was
born in India and think of the Indians as
my people, it is because Jesus Christ said,
"All power is given unto Me . . . therefore,
go ye!", that we are returning to the land.
He has been preparing us in many varied
and wonderful ways to proclaim that Jesus
Christ is Lord. Now, as we stand on the
threshold of our departure, we are made
to realize more than ever before that God
has been going before us, that He has been
making the crooked places straight, breaking in pieces the gates of brass, and cutting asunder the bars of iron.
The opportunity has come for us to stop
in Japan for approximately one month to
minister to that people. The Lord's hand
has been felt in this step, so we are glad
for it, and we want each of you to pray
that Christ may be glorified in it.
Many good wishes and promises of prayers have been received from our dear
friends, and we want to express our sincere
and fervent thankfulness. The fact that
we are partners with you in the work of the
Kingdom is deeply appreciated by us. We
shall always be working and praying TOGETHER.
Trusting in His faithfulness,
Joseph and Marietta Smith
Indian address:
Mission House - Monghyr. E. I. Ry.,
District Monghyr, India.
Home address:
"Go-Ye Fellowship, Inc.
1307 Waterloo St.. Los Angeles 26, Calif.

o ONE who reads the papers can escape
the deep conviction that we are living
in very serious days—days when it seems
as if the judgment of God is ready to fall.
Old Testament history shows that when
a people turn to God His blessings flow to
them; but when they turn away from Him
those blessings stop and judgments take
their place. We must confess that we are
living in a generation which as a whole
has turned away from God. Even more
openly than in the past, our times are
marked by selfishness and by everything
that is the counterpart of what God looks
for in any country, organization or individual that bears His name.
Judgment is God's strange work, He
seeks the welfare and happiness of men.
but there comes a time when men will not
be led to repentance by His lovingkindness.
Then when patience has done its perfect
work and is no more effective, He moves
in awful judgment.
Our day is comparable with that of Jeremiah. As Christians it is our job to be in
our day what Jeremiah was in his, to seek
with dreadful urgency to apply the balm
of Gilead to the wounds and sores of those
about us.
This is a day when we need to be burdened for souls. 'Oh, that my head were
waters and mine eyes a fountain of tears,"
wrote Jeremiah; "that I might weep day
and night for the slain of the daughters of
my people." If we believe a day of
reckoning is drawing near, we must believe that millions now face a Christless
eternity.
Are we living each day under solemn
conviction that the men and women among
whom we live are moving inevitably into
the jaws of judgment? What a condemnation it will be if judgment falls and finds
Christians indifferent to the unsaved
around them!
Meanwhile we should be marked as people of beseeching prayer. God does not
want to judge. If there had been ten
righteous men in Sodom He would not have
destroyed the city. It could be that
through your intercession and the intercession of others, the doors of foreign
missions and other avenues of the gospel
will be kept open a little longer and the
gospel preached for a few more years.

N

Above all we should remember that we
are living in a day when it looks as if
judgment is about to fall and we have
something to offer.
When men's hearts
are failing them for fear of the things that
are coming upon the earth we have the
gospel of the grace of the living God. the
ministry of reconciliation and peace. Woe
unto us in these days if we are not concerned about doing the job He has given
us to do. better than ever before.
—SeL
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Christian Perfection
Earl M. Sider
Radio Sermon over C K P C,
Ontario, August 20, 1950.

Brantford,

F WE MAY judge by the letters that come
in from our listeners, we conclude
that a large part of our radio audience
during these summer months are professing Christian people. As such, all are
vitally interested in the subject of Christian perfection. Our purpose in speaking
on this vital theme is to present a great
Bible truth which God might use to enlighten every believer listening in today,
who might be confused about this glorious
spiritual experience.
Many good Christian people seem frightened, even at the idea of Christian perfection. They consider it an impractical doctrine, a venture, or fear it will lead to
fanaticism. In a despairing tone they exclaim, "We are all human, and shall be
as long as we live, therefore cannot be
perfect in this life."
It is true that we are all human, but that
might not be quite so unfortunate as it
sounds, for while we can never in this life
be anything but human, that does not
necessarily mean that we must be sinful,
because there are saved, bloodwashed members of the race who rejoice in the fact
that "the blood of Jesus Christ, his Son.
cleanseth from all sin." Our first parents
were just as human as we before they sinned, but they were holy and walked with
God in the garden of Eden, exercising
dominion over creation. Our Lord himself became human. We read in John.
"The Word was made flesh . . . and we beheld his glory." Did you notice that flesh
and glory were so close together? Our
Lord took on him our humanity in Bethlehem's manger but did not take our sin
until on Calvary's cross.
But, you ask, "May we be like either
Adam or our Lord today?" Certainly not.
We have a broken humanity because of the
fall, but that broken humanity does not
need to remain sinful because of the fall,
for "the blood of Jesus Christ, his Son.
cleanseth us from all sin." You see Christian friend, sin does not dwell in our eyes,
or ears, or hands, or feet, not in our physical body, but it lodges in the heart, and
the heart is cleansed by the blood of Jesus,
while we live in this'frail, broken bodv.
But some say, "There are none perfect."
On what authority is this statement made?
Did you know that the Holy Spirit uses
this word "perfection" verv frequently? It
is used more often in the Bible to describe
Christian experience than any other word.

I
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It occurs 138 times, and more than 50
times it refers to human character when
under divine grace. Paul uses the word
"perfection" thirty-three times, and even
in the Old Testament we find the record of
lives, very human, yet which God declared
to be perfect.
It should be easy and natural for everyone to accept the truth of Christian perfection, because it is the common standard
among men in their human relationship.
For instance, the teacher grades the student up to 100%. That's perfection. In
the commerical field there are fixed stand-

ards. The pound of butter weighs sixteen
ounces, the bushel of wheat sixty pounds,
and the yard of cloth measures thirty-six
incjies. That's perfection in the commercial
realm. This demand for perfection is more
clearly seen in man's social and domestic
relations. Nothing short of complete devotion of husband and wife will satisfy.
And, one must be absolutely truthful and
honest to pass the standard by which men
judge each other in public and business
relations. Isn't it strange that men should
demand perfection in natural relations but
not in spiritual, the all important? Don't
you see how we miss the mark? Jesus very
clearly stated. "Be ye therefore perfect,
even as your Father which is in heaven is
perfect."
Did it ever occur to you that everywhere, men's hearts need and cry for a
perfect satisfaction and comfort? And
when these crying, longing hearts turn to
Christ, they instinctively expect to find in
Him a perfect rest and a perfect life. And
thank God, none of the obedient and believing have ever been disappointed. When
every sin committed against God, against
ourselves and our fellowmen is under the
blood, and the heart is cleansed of that
disturbing evil nature, and the life wholly
dedicated to God and His ways, then, and
then only, is the heart satisfied, for it has
then come into a perfect, living relationship with its Maker and Saviour, Jesus
Christ.
This perfection is one of the heart and
not of the head, for there may be mental
and physical imperfection while there is a
perfect heart and motive. For instance,
the boy who makes a perfect mark in his
mathematics may still be a physical cripple, and the wife, whose love and devotion
for her husband can never be questioned,
may be an inexperienced and quite imperfect housekeeper. Christian perfection
is of the heart and not the head, by the
grace of God it is not only possible, but
natural. Christian perfection is taught in
(Continued on page thirteen)

THE UNDEVIATING TEST
Bessie Kindley
Life is based on retribution.
With what measure then ye mete
Shall again be measured to you,
Even if it means defeat..
If you've measured out a kindness
And you've helped a load to bear,
Then your measure might be doubled,
You'll have more than just your sliare.
With what judgment we so freely
Often judge a fellow man,
With what, measure we have meted
Shall be measured back again.

Poole

We who criticize another
We read in the word so plain
If we are of them suspicious.
We are guilty of the same.
God looks at the possibility
Not only on the act.
If we criticize, we're guilty.
Just as if it were a fact.
Can we stand before the Father
And unhesitating then
Say to Him, "My God, now judge me
As I've judged my fellow men?"
—The Wesleyan Methodist.
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"Who hath delivered us from the power
of darkness, and hath translated us into
the kingdom of his dear Son; in whom we
have redemption through his blood, even
tlte forgiveness of sins." (Col. 1:13, 1 4 ) .
NDOUBTEDLY, you have seen in your
city or town some old establishment
with a large banner strung across its front
which read "Under New Management."
There are various reasons why this establishment failed. Poor management, lack
of quality, obsolete lines, unattractive appearance, carelessness, poor location, business principles, extending too much credit,
etc., which finally ultimated in bankruptcy.
We have suggested in the above text two
establishments, namely, the power of darkness and the kingdom of his dear Son. We
can only occupy one of these positions at
one time. We are either in the power of
darkness or in the kingdom of God's dear
Son. For a short time we would like to
consider a few of the things found under
the old management.
First, "All have sinned and come short
of the glory of God." Romans 3:23. One
of the most difficult things to do is to convince an individual that he is not heading
for spiritual bankruptcy, but he is already
spiritually bankrupt. David was fully convinced of this for he testified of himself.
"Behold, I was shapen in iniquity and
in sin did my mother conceive me."

U

E. C. FlewMling
The method and nature of sin was never
satisfactory. It promised pleasure, yet its
offers were of a short season. For quality,
it offered nothing more than condemnation.
When it promised prosperity and a shield
from the presence of God it miserably failed. Ask King Ahab, Cain, Achan. and
Judas. When it offered any remuneration
its only rewards were death, disappointment, weeping, wailing, outer darkness and
eventually hell. Thus it brings us into
moral and spiritual bankruptcy. However,
j^

'v.

THE ANSWERED PRAYER
She asked to be made like her Saviour;
He took her right then at her word,
And sent her a heart-crushing
burden
Till the depths of her soul was stirred.

She wanted a meek lowly spirit;
The work He gave answered that cry,
Till some who had once been companions
With a pitying smile passed her by.

She asked for a faith strong, yet simple;
Be permitted the dark clouds to come,
And she staggered by faith through the
darkness
For the storm hud quite obscured the
sun.

She asked to lean hard on her Saviour;
He took human props quite away,
Till no earthly friend could give comfort,
And she could do nothing but pray.

She wanted a place in His vineyard;
He took her away from her home,
And placed her among hardened sinners
Where she—humanly—stood
all alone.
Sfte saw she must give up her ambitions
Which had been her "air-castles"
for
years;
But as she knelt in consecration,
She whispered
"Amen"
through her
tears.
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She prayed to be filled with a passion
Of love for lost souls and for God,
And again in response to her longings,
She sank neath the chastening rod.
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I saw her go out in tlie vineyard,
To fiarvest the ripening grain;
Her eyes were still moistened with weeping,
Her heart was yet throbbing with pain;
But many a heart that was brokSn,
And many a wrecked, blighted life
Was made to thank God for her coming,
And rejoiced in the midst of the strife.
She

Ivad prayed to be made like the
Saviour,
And the burdens He gave her to bear
Had been but the great Sculptor's
teaching,
To help answer her earnest prayer.
—Selected by Ohmer U. Herr.

in the commerical world there is always
an alternate. Much more so is this true in
the spiritual realm for our text clearly
states—God has delivered us out of the
power of darkness, (old management) and
has translated us into the kingdom of his
dear Son (new management) in whom we
have redemption through His blood, even
the forgiveness of sin. Glory, glory to
God! Under this new management we
have a new owner and executive.
Second, a change of location and name.
Often when an establishment goes under
financially it changes its location a n d
name, and so it is with the individual that
lets Jesus save them. The power of darkness must and will give way to the kingdom of light. The old place of carrying
on our business, corner store, theatre,
league games, beer hall, fair, etc., are no
longer good places to transact business, so
we move into the prayer meeting, Bible
conferences, camp meetings, and into the
house of God on the Lord's Day. Our surname of sinner, unbeliever is replaced with
the name believer and our given or nickname is now Christian.
Third, a new policy and method is used.
It is not the weighing of the finger or the
fifteen ounces to the pound or the exactness of collecting an unpaid debt, but a
readiness to give and forgive not stintingly
but willingly and cheerfully. Even as God
for Christ's sake hath forgiven us. (Eph.
4:32).
Fourth, a new type of merchandise. The
pharmaceutical department with its art is
able to prepare compounds. The roots of
bitterness, anger, wrath, and malice poison
our souls as well as others. These have
been replaced with the sweetness of the
spirit, long-suffering, kindness, and meekness. The cosmetic counter of rouge, lipstick, powder and paint has been restocked
with oil of gladness, and perfumed with
myrrh and frankincense. The carnal flesh
counter of Galatians 5:19 is replaced with
the beautiful fruit displayed in Galatians
5:22-24. Under the old establishment there
was an intensified effort to acquire worldly
wisdom found at the book department of
mushy reading: comedies, fiction and
other chaffy literature, but now we turn to
the Word of God, holiness periodicals, and
readings that help us to build strong
Christian characters. At the vanity counter
it was difficult to make a choice of what
type of apparel to choose since pride is a
stubborn thing to fit up. In many cases,
instead of good taste it resulted in hanging on the giddy fashions of Hollywood.
(Concluded on page thirteen)
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Vitally Christian In The Home
Rev. Q. } . Everest

and tomorrow we can die, and that is all
there is to it." We need to be constantly
reminded that
"It is appointed unto men once to die,
but after- this the judgment."
(Heb.
9:27).
Relationship

"Learn first to sfww
(I Timothy 5 : 4 ) .

piety

at

home."

AST MONTH, we considered some of the
essential facts of the Christian life.
There is a sense in which we must ever remember that the Christian is an "other
worldly" individual—that is, his citizenship is in Heaven, and our Saviour and
Master is ever working to prepare us for
that future destiny. But even though all
this is true, we must not lose sight of the
fact that another glory of Christianity is
that it is intensely practical—touching jhe
present life at every point with healing
and b e a u t y and sweetening all life's
streams by purifying the source; therefore,
we conclude that if we are verily or definitely Christian, we will be vitally Christian in our everyday living. If a person
has really accepted Christ as his Saviour
and is filled with the Spirit, there is no
other place in all the world where it should
be evidenced more than in the home.
Therefore, the apostle states. "LeaYn first
to show piety at home."

L

Paul is especially urging the children
and the nephews to consider their aged,
helpless parents and relatives and not to
burden the church any more than is necessary. In using this text, I want to expand
it a little and apply it to the home as a
whole. I am beginning with the home in
this second series on the Christian life because of its supreme importance. There
is no side of life more in danger of being
neglected in this busy, many-sided age
than that of the home, and certainly there
-is nothing which we can neglect that will
bring more devastating results or effects.
There are many people who are professing to know the Lord Jesus Christ and
who are filling some of the highest positions in the church, but their religion has
not proved to be genuine in the home. No
service for God is of any value which is
contradicted by the life at home. Neither
have we any right to neglect the home on
the plea that there are too many outside
engagements. The home of the individual
who is professing to know and follow the
Lord Jesus Christ can be conducive to progress in the things of the Lord, or it can
be the very opposite. There never was a
time when we needed Christian homes and
religion in the home more than today. If
our American nation is to survive in her
power and glory, the Christian home which
has been the bulwark and strength of our
country must be revived. I fear that already we are reaping the dreadful wages
of sin and God's fierce punishment be-

cause we have failed in true Christian
piety in the home.
When it comes to marriage, our nation
is in a bad way, and we are getting no
better. According to the reports, we are
rapidly nearing the point when 5 0 % of all
marriages are dissolved. Those who have
married and re-married a half dozen times
and more are no longer few in number.
The land is being filled with lust and
marital perversion. There are many respects in which we behave ourselves as

I feel there is one thing that needs to be
very definitely and forcibly emphasized in
these days, and that is that we cannot have
Christian homes without Christ. I find
many people in my ministry who are desirous of enjoying the benefits of a Christian home who absolutely will have nothing to do with the Lord Jesus Christ. The
parents and children alike are interested in
living in a home of purity, truthfulness,
confidence, order, faith, and love, but they
fail to realize or at least acknowledge
that in order to have all of this, one must
have Christ. There must be a confession
of sin, a forsaking of the old life, an inviting of Christ to come into each individual heart, and just as He controls each life,
His influence will permeate the entire
home—thus making it Christian.
Christ claims absolute and unvarying
supremacy over each life—His authority
is one which will set up proper ideals and
declare the standards of action in all the
larger and more important matters—also
in the most simple and trifling details of
life. Once an individual becomes a Christian, he accepts Christ's authority, which
becomes the guage and the measure of all
of his thinking, planning, and doing. The
individual who is genuinely Christian will
test all of his plans and actions by the will
of Christ. Our responsibility to Christ is
shamefully and disgracefully as the heath- supreme; all others must take secondary
en who have not the Holy Bible. Unless place. The relationship of husband and
we have a spiritual revival which will stem wife, parents and children, servants and
the awful tide of immorality, we will by masters, are all approved by the Lord, but
our own sinful, immoral, and perverted His claim comes first, and if there are any
indulgences bring ourselves to weakness conflicting claims which are made upon
the Christian individual by even his nearand total disability.
est kin, they must be sacrificed in order
We are constantly being reminded of
that the claims of Christ and the relationthe increase of social diseases, insanity,
ship to Christ may abide.
and crime. Just the other day, J. Edgar
If a proper relationship to Christ is
Hoover stated that the highest rate of arrests is among those who are seventeen sustained by each member of the home,
years of age, but I wonder if we can blame the happiness, confidence, faith, love, and
our youth for rebelling against the last joy will be beyond that which one could
vestige of divine law and hopelessly ruin- find in any other home—go where he will.
ing themselves by vice and crime? Among The reason Christian homes are the hapthe several places that we must go to find piest homes in the world is because the
the cause for this is in the home where life of the Lord Jesus Christ produces
mothers and dads have failed in the re- genuine love — that life abiding in me
sponsibility to bring up their children in creates the disposition of love toward
the nurture and admonition of the Lord. others. My old scheme of life was that of
Because mother and dad have neglected a pre-eminent sense of the importance of
the church, considered the Bible an anti- self, and everything else was made to
quated book, and in many instances have serve self. Everywhere one goes, he finds
engaged in mockery as to the way of sal- people who love or dislike others to the
vation through the blood of the Lord Jesus extent that they minister or interfere with
—therefore, the youngsters have concluded self. When love is the governing factor,
that if this is all there is to life, they are each will esteem the other better than himgoing to have a good time, thinking that self.
today we can "eat, drink, and be merry.
(Continued on page fourteen)
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Peace in Chaos

Debts
B. M. Books
' ' / ^ W E NO MAN anything but to love . . ."
\mJ has implicit directives of truth for
ethical practices which we may not take
highly. The force of this statement is
moral in effect. Yet its financial phase is
laid bare in the opening line. To this let
me address myself for a few minutes.
Material debts are t h o s e concerning
finances; when we buy an article, a house,
an auto, a loaf of bread, a suit, or for
service rendered as manual labor, tuition
for expert advise, of a teacher, preacher,
lawyer, etc.
A debt contracted implies a promise to
pay. Cash business methods have the edge
on debtors. Debtors make enemies quite
often so avoid them as much as possible.
It was once my unhappy fortune to ask a
church father, a good acquaintance, for a
small loan. I was sure he had available
the amount. But he gave his reason whyhe could not help me. I saw at once his
reason was so smooth that to me it was
groundless. But I did not press him any
further. The same man had told me at another time that if you want to lose a friend
let him become your debtor. In this he
practiced his creed. Debts have a way of
welding the chains on your ankles to bog
you down and your spiritual buoyancy is
gone.
1 have observed four classes of debtors
and their reactions:
1. This one reluctantly accepts a debt.
He has ahvays felt a justifiable pride in
operating a cash business. He is independent—he needs no one's help. He knows too
well that a debt must be met with interest
or carrying charges. This latter about
breaks his heart. He is so overly-strict that
it he is suddenly caught in an emergency
when he needs credit he racks his brain to
think of one. His references for credit are
hard to name. Yet if he is made debtor, he
is restless and concerned to meet its payment on time if not before the set time.
2. Here we have a man who thinks it
perfectly legitimate, to borrow or incur
that debt. His promise to pay is sincere.
He holds it a strict business deal and lets
it go its full time. He makes good. He
invokes heaven and earth to prove his
honesty. He has often done it and this he
takes in his regular stride. He is relieved
when the debt is met and cherishes the
hope it may stand him in good stead some
other time. He has a partial security if
needed. But he is relieved now. His pravers are unhindered.
3. Will you meet this next man who is
less conscientious? Debts are common. A
few at the same time are no barrier. He
sleeps just as soundly with a load of four

or more as if he had not any. True he
may now have to work harder, but what
of it. The irony of it is he has done it so
long that he would be uncomfortable
otherwise. He does not record them on his
books; he says he remembers them. He is
quick to promise, hoping that in some way
things will shape up to meet them at the
appointed time. His plans are vague and
misty. They frequently don't materialize
and he needs extended time, maybe he
overlooked the exact day to meet the obligation. The creditor is now at the door,
and can he pray? "Yes, but I had planned
this sum for another project," he says
under his breath. He pays perhaps a part
of it and is just a bit peeved to think his
creditor could not trust him. He is victim
of his own vicious practice.
The last character is the notorious
debtor. He assumes thoughtlessly, debt
upon debt with hardly a forethought of
making good. New creditors are needed
and easily inveigled. He is smooth of tongue, genial of manners, and w7atches the
psychological moment to get a new deal.
If he pays a debt it is only because he
wants a repeat favor. He gets sore when
his creditors press him. He soon has used
all his credit in town. He never thinks of
meeting a debt for debt sake. Now if he is
brought face to face with his debts, he is
likely to dispute the amount or even make
out that the account was settled for. He
may take advantage of the person whom
he owes because the latter is a Christian.
Or a debt may be outlawed because of
lapse of time. Of this he takes advantage.
The last act is when he has come to the
end of his credit he leaves town with no
forw-arding address. Men may not catch
up with such a character here but God is
faithful and will bring him to time if he
ever seeks God.
Ah, debts in earthly things are as gravel
in the shoes or sand in the eye. A debt is
a snare to ground the faith of an individual and hamper the race in which we are
now contending.—Salem. Oregon.

351

Ernest

Keasling

AYBE IT SEEMS strange to some that the
spot for a W orld Congress on Evangelism and Missions should be in the midst
of political chaos and uncertainty. It took
faith on the part of the Youth for Christ
leaders already in Brussels, Belgium, to
permit our plane-load of fifty-two Americans to land almost simultaneously with
the ""zero hour'' of the political struggle
on July 31.
I was the first to step from the plane at
the Brussels airport in order to take pictures of the others. Immediately I was
aware of the tenseness in the air as the
black-uniformed, solemn guards watched
every movement. We were driven in a bus
through unlighted streets to our hotel, less
than a block from the very place where
the excited Communists and government
soldiers awaited word to march on the
palace if King Leopold III did not announce his decision to abdicate wdthin an
hour. Obeying orders to "say nothing, be
happy, and pray," we entered the hotel as
quickly as possible when we saw a squad
of policemen heading in our direction.
Everything was closed in Brussels; the curfew was on; but we were finally taken into
a back room of the hotel where we were
given sandwiches. ^ ord soon came that
the king had abdicated, and things were
more quiet then.
The next day we saw the repairing of
the cobblestone streets which had been torn
up in the riot.
In Brussels we met Communism face to
face. One night as I left the hotel I saw
thousands of Communists with their leader, shouting and carrying their red banners, pouring into the "city square" near
the hotel. As we w7ent back and forth from
the hotel to the meeting place in the Salle
de Madeleine, we saw the cavalry marching to break up rioters assembling to promote unrest. We saw barbed wire barriers
and machine guns set up in the streets. We
saw frightened people fleeing through the
streets. And, in the midst of all the turmoil, the sessions of the World Congress
moved on a regular schedule, fearless and
with a renewed faith in God. Although
guards were stationed in the meetings
throughout the Congress, there was no disturbance nor interference. It was the most
peaceful place in the city. God was there.
Of course the Belgian situation affected
the attendance at the Congress. Three or
four hundred were prevented from coming
because of the riots. Some could not come
because a bridge which they had to cross
had been blown up. Others were not allowed to leave their various countries.
The night following the great Communistic riot in the center square, we were
(Continued on page fourteen)
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DIRECTORY

AS SLATED BY THE GENERAL CONFERENCE
Permanent Church Headquarters

Messiah Rescue and Benevolent Home
2001 Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa., Tel. 3-9881
Attention of General Conference Secretary

Institutions
E. V. Publishing House, Nappanee, Indiana,
Eld. Erwin W. Thomas, Manager.
Jabbok Bible School, Thomas. Oklahoma.
Ira M. Eyster, President.
Messiah College, Grantham, Pa.
Dr. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., President.
Messiah Home, 2001 Paxton Street, Harrisburg,
Pa., Eld. and Sr. Irvin O. Musser, Steward
and Matron. Telephone 2-7838.
Messiah Orphanage, R. R. 1, Mt. Joy, Pa., Bro.
Mervin Helsey, Steward, and Sr. Rhoda
Heisey, Matron.
Mt. Carmel Orphanage, Coleta, Illinois, Supt.
Eld. Albert Cober; Matron, Elizabeth Sehradley.
Ontario Bible School, Fort Erie, North. Ont.
Bishop Edward Gilmore, President.
The Christian Light Press
The merchandising department of Brethren
in Christ Publication Board, Inc.
Nappanee, Ind., Chambersburg, Pa.
Main office: Elizabethtown, Pa.
Clair H. Hoffman, Manager
Upland College, Upland, California.
Dr. H. G. Brubaker, President.

Treasurers of the Church Boards

-

Executive Board: Harvey W. Hoke, West Milton, Ohio; Canadian Treas., O. L, Helse,
Gormley, Ontario.
Porelgn Mission Board: Carl J. Ulery, 1332
Maiden Lane, Springfield 28, Ohio; Canadian
Treas.: Wrn. Charlton, Stevensvllle, Ontario.
Home Mission: Henry A. Ginder, Manheim,
Pa., R.. R. 2, Canadian Treas., Edward Gilmore, Lowbanks, Ontario.
Beneficiary: Jacob H. Bowers, Collegevllle, Pa.
Board for Schools and Colleges: John M. Book,
247 Euclid Place, Upland, California.
Publication Board: Charles E. Clouse, Nappanee, Indiana.
Sunday School Board: C. W. Boyer, 2223 N.
Main St., Dayton 6, Ohio.
Pree Literature and Tract Department: Ray
Zercher, Nappanee, Indiana.
Young People's Work: B. E. Thuma, R. R. 1,
Marietta, Pa.; George C. Shefter, Stayner,
Ont., Canadian Treas.
Belief and Service Committee: John H. Hoffman, Maytown, Pa.
Industrial Relations Committee: C. W. Boyer,
Secy., 2223 N. Main St., Dayton 5, Ohio.
Women's Missionary Prayer Circle: Mrs. Cyrus
G. Dutz, Secretary, Lancaster, R. 6, Pa.

FOREIGN MISSIONARIES
India
Saharsa Mission: Saharsa, O. and T. Ry., Bhagalpur District, India. Elder and Sr. Charles
Engle, Sr. Beulah Arnold, Sr. Leora Toder.
Sr. Shirley Bltner, Sr. E r m a Hare.
Madhipura Mission: Madhipura, O. and T. Ry.,
Bhagalpur District, India. Sr. Anna Steckley,
Elder and Sr. Arthur Pye.
Barjora Mission: P. O. Tirbeniganj, via Murlinganj, A. Ry., North Bhagalpur District,
India. Elder and Sr. William Hoke, Sr.
Emma Rosenberger.
Monghyr Mission: Mission House, Monghyr,
E. I. Ry., Monghyr District, India. Elder
and .Sr. George Paulus, Sr. Effle Rohrer.
Banmankhi Mission: P. O. Banmankhi, A. Ry.,
Purnea District, India. Elder and Sr. Allen
Buckwalter.
Bro. and Sr. A. D. M. Dick, Mount Hermo
Estates, North Point Post Office, Darieelinjr,
India.

Africa
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Detroit (God's Love Mission) 1524 Third Ave.,
Detroit 26, Michigan; Residence—3986 Humboldt, Detroit 8; Telephone — Tyler 5-1470;
Harry Hock, Supt., Catherine Hock, Ethel
Heisey, Ruth Deihl.
Harrisburg (Messiah Lighthouse Mission) 1175
Bailey St.. Harrisburg, Pa.. Telephone—Harrisburg 26488; Joel and Faithe Carlson,
Elizabeth Kanode, Grace Robb, and Beulah
Lyons.
Massillon (Christian Fellowship Mission) 118
South Ave., S.E., Massillon, Ohio; Telephone
—2-3804; Eli Hostetler, Pastor; Lloyd Hostetler. Assistant Pastor; Lydia Hostetler,
Doris Rohrer, Minnie Bicher.
Orlando Mission: Pastor Ernest and Kathryn
Boyer, 1712 Cook St., Orlando, Florida.
Philadelphia Mission: 3423 North Second St.,
Philadelphia 40, Pa.; Telephone—NE 4-6431;
William and ^nna Rosenberry, Anita Brechbill, Erma Hoke.
San Francisco (Life Line Gospel Mission) 224
Sixth St., San Francisco 3, Calif.; Residence
—311 Scott St.. San Francisco 17. Calif.: Telephone — UNderhill 1-4820; Edith Davidson,
Janna Goins, Edith Toder.
Stowe Mission: 527 Glasgow St.. Stowe. Pa •
Telephone — Pottstown 1211J; Cletus and
Kathryn Naylor.
Welland Mission: 36 Elizabeth St., Welland,
Ontario. Canada: Telephone—319': Earl Bossert, Pastor; Pauline Hess, Rhoda Lehman.

General Superintendent: Bishop and Sr. H
H. Brubaker, P. O. Box 711. Bulawayo, So.
Rhodesia, South Africa.
Matopo Mission: P. B. 191T, Bulawayo, S, Rhodesia, South Africa, Eld. and Sr. Elmer Eyer,
Eld. and Sr. L. B. Sider. Sr. Elizabeth Engle.
Sr. Dorothy M. Martin, Sr. Mary Breneman,
and Sr. Lula Asper.
Mtshabezi Mission, P. B. 102M, Bulawayo, S.
Rhodesia, South Africa. Elder & Sr. D.
*t. HRII, Elder ft Sr. Rnv H. Mann. Sr.
Beth L. Winger, Eld. and Sr. Bert Winger,
Sr. Mabel Frey. Sr. Rhoda Lenhert, Sr.
Fanny Longenecker.
Wanezi Mission, Pilabusi, S. Rhodesia, South
Africa, Eld. and Sr. Arthur Climenhaga, Eld.
and Sr. Chester Wlngert, Sr. Anna R. Engle,
Sr. Florence Hensel, and Sr. Anna Wolgemuth.
Macha Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, South
Africa, Eld. and Sr. J. Elwood Hershey, Sr.
Verna Ginder, Sr. R u t h Hunt, Sr. Verda
Moyer, and Sr. Annie Winger.
RADIO BROADCASTS
Sikalonga Mission, Chcma, N. Rhodesia, South CHVC, Niagara Falls, Ontario
1600 Kcs.
Africa. Elder & Sr. David Climenhaga, Sr
"Call to Worship Hour"
Rhoda Lenhert, Sr. Anna Graybill, and Sr
Each Sunday
9:00-9:30 A.M.
Edna LebmRi*
CKPC, Brantford, Ontario
1380 Kcs.
Missionaries on Furlough
"Brethren in Christ Hour"
Sr. Anna M. Eyster, 637 Third Avenue. Up
Each Sunday 2:00—2:30 P. M.
land, California.
WMPC, Lapeer, Mich.
1260 Kcs.
Sr. B. Ella Gayman, 2001 Paxton St., HarFirst Thursday of every month
risburg, Pa.
12:16-1:15 P. M.
Eld. and Sr. Albert Breneman, West Milton,
Every Tuesday—transcription
Ohio.
3:30 P. M.-3:4B P. M.
8r. Naomi Lady, Grantham, Pa.
KOCS, Ontario, Calif.
1610 Kcs.
"Morning Melodies"
Each Sunday
10:00 A. M.-10:16 A. M.
WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa.
800 Kcs.
HOME MISSIONS
"The Gospel Tide Hour"
Each Sunday
7:S0—8:00 A. M
BUBAL MISSIONS
WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa.
800 Kcs.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Alllsonia, Virginia (Parrls Mines) Paul and
Each Saturday 12:86—1:00 P. M.
r>„t* Woi*.
-.t* t?><-v„- "-eenawalt. Ida
WNAR, Norristown, Pa.
1110 Kcs.
Lue Hane,, Sylvatus, Virginia.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Blnomneln' New Mexico, r o. Blanco Tradine
Each Sunday 2:30—3:00 P. M.
Post (Navajo Indian Mission) Isaac and
Nina Schmucker, R o s a Eyster, Dorothy
VVLBR, Lebanon, Pa,
1270 Kcs.
Charles.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Delisle, Saskatchewan, Canada: Pearl Jones.
Each Saturday
12:36—1:00 P. M
Hollidaysburg, Pa. (Canoe Creek Mission), WKJG,
Fort Wayne, Indiana
1380 Kcs.
Box 259A, R. D. 2, Telephone Hollidaysburg
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Sunday
8:00—8:30 A.M.
51319; Paul and Esther George.
WAND, Canton, Ohio
900 Kcs.
Kentucky—Elam Dohner, Superintendent.
"Christian Fellowship Mission"
Falrview Station, Ella, Ky.: Elam and Helen
Each Sunday
12:30-1:00 P.M.
Ftnhnpr, E s t h e r E n e r s o l e .
910 Kcs
Garlin, Ky.: Eli and R u t h Christener, Eliz- WPFB, Middletown, Ohio
"Gospel Lighthouse Hour"
abeth Hess, Nurse.
Knifley, Ky.: Edgar Giles. Pastor, Katie
Each Sunday 8:00 - 8:80 A. M.
Rosenberger, Nurse; Ruby Clapper.
WBUX, Quakertown, Pa.
1670 Kcs
Meath Park Station (North Star Mission) Sas"Sundny Bible Hour"
katchewan, Canada; Earl D. and Ellen K.
Each Sunday
12:30-1:00 p.M
Brechbill, Docia Calhoun.
Tillsonburg (Houghton Mission) Ontario, CanWLXW, Carlisle, Pa.
1380 Kcs
ada: Telephone Glenmeyer 22-14; Myrtle
"The Verse for the Day"
Steckley, Ruth Steckley, Anna Henry.
Each
Sunday
8:06-8:20 A M
Good
Use
for
Free
Cigarets
Progmore: Alonza Vannatter, Pastor.
Houghton Center: Basil Long.

A tobacco company sent packages of
cigarets to high school boys last spring
Albuquerque Mission: Residence —1404 Ten- accompanied by this explanation: "We are
nessee Avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico. sending you a pack of our finest cigarets.
Naomi Burkholder, Dorothy Burkholder, Mildred Burkholder, Paul and Barbara Wingerd. We hope you will use them to your satisAltoona Mission: 613 Fourth Avenue, Al- faction and want more." One of the boys
toona, Pa. Residence — 412 Third Street,
wrote back, "I received the package of
Altoona, Pa. Graybill and Ethel Brubaker.
Buffalo Mission: 25 Hawley St., Buffalo 13. N. cigarets and used them to my satisfaction.
T.; Telephone—GRant 7706; Harry and Katir I steeped them in a quart of water and
Buckwalter. Anne Wyld, Viola Miller,
Chicago Mission:
6039 Halstead Street. Chicago s p r a y e d our bug-infested rose bushes.
21 TlUnnls 1 T o l e n h n n p — W e n t w n r t h 6-712?Every bug died. These cigarets are sure
Carl J. Carlson, Pastor, Avas Carlson, Alice
good poison. I want more next spring if
Albright, S a r a Brubaker, Frances Wolfe.
Dayton Mission: 601 Taylor St., Dayton, Ohio- we have more bugs."
City Missions

Telephone — HEmlock 3164; William and
Evelyn Engle, Mary Brandt.

—The Christian

Advocate.
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Weddings
FBETZ-BITNLB—The chapel of the Ontario
Bible School was the scene of a lovely wedding on August 12 when Miss Jean Elizabeth
Bitner became t h e bride of Mr. Howard David
Fretz. Miss Bitner is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Bitner and Mr. Fretz the son
of Bro. and Sr. Howard Fretz, both of Stevensville, Ontario. Relatives and friends witnessed
the ceremony which was performed by Elder
Roy V. Sider, Sherkston, Ontario, assisted by
the groom's uncle, Rev. Clarence Fretz, Chicago, Illinois, and grandfather, Bishop Bert
Sherk, Stevensville, Ontario. May the spirit
of Christ grace this new home with His guiding presence.
1ANDIS-BOOK — On Thursday evening.
August 31, Faithe Book, daughter of Bishop
and Sr. M. M. Book of Talmage, Kansas, and
Henry Landis, son of Elder and Sr. Sylvanus
Landis of Des Moines, Iowa, were united in
marriage in the Zion Brethren in Christ church.
The officiating ministers w e r e the bride's
father, assisted by the groom's father. Following the wedding a pleasant reception was
held in the bride's home for a houseful of
friends.
LEHMAH-COBEB—On Saturday, August 5.
there occurred in the Heise Hill Church, Gormley, Ontario, the marriage of Miss Agnes R.
Cober. daughter of Mrs. Ruth Cober of Fordwich, Ontario, and Mr. J. Robert Lehman, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lehman of Mt. Joy. Pa.
The officiating minister, Elder J. R. Steckley,
performed the marriage ceremony in the presence of a large group of relatives and friends.
This young couple will reside at Grantham,
Pa., where they will continue in their preparation for the Mission field. Their manyfriends and relatives wish them God's choicest
blessing as they walk life's pathway together.
TRAVER-BOSSERT — On Friday evening.
August 25, Evelyn "V. Bossert of Wainfleet,
Ontario, and Jacob A. Traver of Wainfleet,
Ontario, were united in marriage at the home
of the bride near Stevensville. Ontario. The
ceremony was performed by Bishop Edward
Gilmore in the presence of a few relatives.
We pray God's blessing on this couple as
they travel life's pathway together.

Births
ASPEE—A little girl, Shirley Ann, came lo
bless the home of Bro. and Sr. Ellis Asper.
Harrisburg, Pa., July 2.
BERT—Mr. and Mrs. John Bert of South
Mountain Chapel are the happy parents of a
daughter, Lois Jean, August 1.
HOSIER—A daughter, Anita Gail, came to
bless the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. James
Bosler of Louisville, Ohio, February 14.
BYER—Born to Mr. and Mrs. Everett Byer,
Hamlin, Kansas, on September 10, a son whom
they have named Leslie Keith.
CLENDENING-—Mr. and Mrs. Leo Clendening of South Mountain Chapel, Pa., are happy
to announce the birth of a son, James Elwood,
June 6.
ENCrliE — Bonnie Beth came to bless the
home of Bro. and Sr. Donald Engle, Mt. Joy,
Pa., on August S.
G-IBBLE—Bro. and Sr. J a y Gibble, Mt. Joy,
Pa., are the happy parents of June Carolyn,
born August 19.
HEISE—Mr. and Mrs. Orville Heise of Dallas Center. Iowa, are the happy parents of a
baby daughter. Margaret Jean, born August
14.
LEEDY — William Henderson arrived to
bless the home of Mr. and Mrs. David Leedy
of South Mountain Chapel, May 4.
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of Chicago

Mission

It has become necessary to install a new
oil burner to heat the Chicago Mission
building. This burner with some necessary repairs cost $525.
Any special gifts toward these necessary expenditures, will be greatly appreciated.
Send gifts to:
Board of Trustees,
Carl J. Carlson, Supt.
6039 Halsted Street
Chicago 2 1 . Illinois
Albert H. Engle
Home Mission Board Secretary

Many years ago a French clergyman
notjced that a certain poorly dressed laboring man went into his church every morning at the same hour, and remained there
a considerable time. The practice was kept
up for years.
Being much interested in this good man,
the clergymen often went into the church
after him, and from a certain position,
hidden from view, would watch him. He
noticed that he fell on his knees, clasped
his hands and turned his eyes to Heaven,
but there was no motion of the lips. Later,
the clergyman told the man of his having
watched him so long a time.
Alfonse," he added, "I never see your
lips move at prayer; why is that? Do you
not say your p r a y e r s ? "

Announcement
An all-day Young People's Conference
to be held in the Brethren in Christ Church,
High and Marble Streets, Mechanicsburg,
Pennsylvania, on October 8. The theme of
the Conference, "Courageous Youth in ;i
Perplexed World."
Come and enjoy the day with us.

"No," the man replied, " I say no prayers; I look at God and God looks at me."
How these beautiful words of the pious
French Christian recall, and fill with fullness of life, the words: "Look unto Me
and be ye saved," and the prayer of the
Psalmist: "Look Thou upon me, and be
merciful unto me."—The
Commonwealth.

Evangelistic Slate
Cedar Grove
Elder Elwood Flewelling,
Beulah Chapel, Garlin, Ky
Bishop J. H. Wagaman,
Millerflelds, Ky
Bishop H. N. Hostetter,
Gospel Hall, Knifley, Ky
Elder W. O. Winger,

Oct. 1
Evangelist
Oct. 2-15
Evangelist
Nov. 5-19
Evangelist
Early 1951
Evangelist

Love Feasts
Ontario
Frogmoi^e
Oct. 7-8
Clarence Center
Oct. 7-8
Markham
Oct. 14-15
The fifty-ninth annual Ontario Joint Council of the Brethren in Christ church will be
held in the Wainfleet Church, Wainfleet, Ontario, September 2 to 4, 1950.
Michigan
Leonard
Oct. 7-8
Mooretown
Oct. 14-15
Gladwin
Oct. 21-22
Merrill
Oct. 28-29
Detroit District Council Meeting
and Love Feast
Nov. 3-4-5
Pennsylvania
Altoona Mission
Oct. 21
Saturday, 2:30 and 7:30 P.M.
Fairland, Cleona, Sunday Evening
Oct. 22
Ohio
Pleasant Hill
Oct. 21, 22
Springfield
Oct. 28, 29
Chestnut Grove
Nov. 4, 5
Valley Chapel
Nov. 11, 12
Sippo Valley, Thanksgiving Meeting ..Nov. 23
Kentucky
Fairview
Grassy Springs

Oct. 14
Nov. 11

MARTIN1 — David Garling Martin came to
bless the home of Bro. and Sr. William Martin
of Mercersburg, Pa., on Sunday, August 6.

STUMP—A son, Dennis Carl, came to bless
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Owen Stump of
Elkhart, Indiana, on June 9.

HOUSES—A son. Edwin Lee. came to bless
the home of Bro. and Sr. Earl Rohrer of
Louisville, Ohio. August 25.

ZEECHEB—A -daughter, Carolyn Sue, was
welcomed into the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Zercher of Manitou Springs, Colorado, on September 14.

SOMMERS — A daughter. Cheryl Ladine,
came to bless the home of Mr. and Mrs. Dean
Sommers of Louisville, Ohio. March 11. Mrs.
Sommers was formerly Leah Buckwalter.
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ZOOK—A son, Edward Lester, was welcomed
into the home of Bro. and Sr. Roy Zook, Harrisburg, Pa., June 30.

Obituaries
EN&LE—Mrs. Lizzie Engle, 87, widow of
Albert Engle, died on Sunday, September 10,
at the home of her brother Abram Hostetter,
Mt. Joy, Pa., after a long illness. Born In
West Hempfield Township, she was a daughter
of the late Christian S. and Barbara Newcomer
Hostetter, and was a faithful member of the
Cross Roads Brethren in Christ church. Surviving are two brothers, Bishop Christian N.
Hostetter, Washington Boro, and Abram Hostetter, with whom she lived. A number of
nieces and nephews also survive.
Funeral services were held at the Nissley
funeral home on Tuesday afternoon with further services at the Cross Roads Brethren in
Christ church in charge of Bishop I. W. Musser and Eld. Harry L. Brubaker. Interment
took place in the adjoining cemetery.
MEIHOEN — Christian A. Melhorn, 68, departed this life very suddenly to be with the
Lord on Monday, September 11. A retired
carpenter, Bro. Melhorn was born in York
County, a son of the late George and Julia
Snyder Melhorn, and was a member of the
Cross Roads Brethren in Christ church.
Surviving are these children: John E. Melhorn, Mt. Joy; Mary N , wife of Miller VVolgemuth, with whom he resided: Martha E., wife
of Bishop Luke Keefer, Millersburg; and Willis S. Melhorn, Palmyra. Seventeen grandchildren and these brothers and sisters also
survive: Katie, wife of Jacob Beverson, York:
Robert Melhorn, Washington Boro, and Curtis
Melhorn, York.
Funeral services were held at the Cross
Roads Brethren in Christ church in charge of
Bishop C. N. Hostetter, Sr., and Bishop I. W.
Musser. Interment took place in the Schock
family plot at Washington Boro.
MYERS—Mrs. Emma Elizabeth Byers Myers,
formerly of Mercersburg, R. 2, Pa., died at
1:00 o'clock Saturday afternoon, August 26, at
the Messiah Home, Harrisburg, Pa. She was
86 years old. She was the widow of Albert
C. Myers, and a member of the Montgomery
Brethren in Christ church near Upton, Pa.
She is survived by two step-daughters, Mrs.
Welty E. Metcalf and Mrs. George Metcalf of
Mercersburg: Alfred Byers of Chambersburg
and Henry Byers of Rochester, N. Y.; five
grandchildren and six great-grandchildren.
Funeral services were held at 2:00 o'clock
on Tuesday, August 29, at the Montgomery
Church near Upton. Bishop J. Lester Myers
officiating. Interment took place in the adjoining cemetery.
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ary offering of $21.00 was given to Bro. and
Sr. Leonard Falk for personal use. The
remainder of $145.00 went into building
fund.
Aug. 27 we were all glad to have our
Sunday School moved from the little red
brick school house which was very inadequate, into the new chapel. Eighty-three
were present. The Chapel isn't yet finished,
but we hope to finish as funds are available
before cold weather.
Our present schedule is Sunday School
every Sunday, preaching every two weeks,
Prayer meeting every Wednesday evening
and Youth for Christ Hour every Sunday
evening. The Youth for Christ is conducted
by a sister worker and Bro. and Sr. Roy
Beltz who are helping with the work in this
community. There is a fine attendance and
very good interest in all these services. God
is Messing His work for which we praise
Him.

death in another to cause a lessened attenDallas Center, Iowa
On the fourth of July it was our happy dance. But the saints prayed on and the
privilege to enjoy our Annual Bible Con- last Sunday night the Lord rewarded when
erence at Dallas Center. This is a joint 18 souls knelt at the altar confessing their
Conference with our Des Moines Brethren. way back to God or seeking for a deeper
We had as guest speaker Brother Carl Ulery work of grace. This group included childfrom Ohio and we were spiritually fed as ren, young people and parents. There was
he and others expounded God's Word to us. rejoicing on earth as well as in heaven. We
We were made to feel a great desire to were glad to have the assistance of Sr. Ruth
Deihl of Auburn, Ind. over the last week
attract others to Christ.
Our fourth Annual Camp Meeting con- end. Her consecrated musical talent and
vened here at Dallas Center August 13-20. messages in song were an inspiration and
We were touched to the depth of our souls blessing.
BAPTISMAL SERVICES climaxed the
as we listened to the heart-warming messages during the day and the Evangelistic summer's activities when on Aug. 20, eight
messages at night. Bishop Edward Gil- were baptized and a like number were remore of Lowbanks, Ontario, Canada and ceived into the church. This is the largest
C. Ray Heisey from Upland, California number to be thus taken in for a number of Granville, Pa.
This group included a father,
were our main speakers. Sister Gilmore years.
One can hardly think another year will
and Sister Marian Traver were our capable mother and three oldest children in one soon be history. We have had another Tent
children's workers and we surely appreciated family. They have attended our services meeting with Bro. and Sr. Ray Smee of
the burden they had for the children. The for several years and now the Lord has Oklahoma. There was good attendance and
last three days were designated as Mis- lead them to be one with us in name as well souls received deeper experience. Hands
sionary Day, Young People's Day and the as fellowship. The older of our church were raised for prayer. Only One knows
last day with the subjects centering on leaders will remember when General Con- the harvest that will be reaped from the
Christ's Second Coming.
On Missionary ference was held in the Frank Hershey seed sown.
Day we were pleased to have Miss Chun barn near Pavonia, Ohio, about the year
A number of visitors came in from differfrom Shanghai, China and her interpreter 1915. The above mentioned father is a
Miss Miller. We keenly enjoyed the exper- grandson of that Brother Hershey and is ent counties. We were pleased to have Sr.
iences and messages they gave us. Brother the only direct descendant of that family Naomi Wolgemuth stop off, we love to see
those come in who made it possible for this
Abbot, India Missionary from N. H. M. S. now with the church.
work starting at Granville. Some have gone
told of conditions in India. Sister Naomi
Our hearts are encouraged and we are to Glory, but there are some in Lancaster
Lady gave us a heart-touching talk on the
County. I hope this will remind them it has
need of praying for the older heathen peo- believing God for greater things to come.
been some time since they were to visit us.
ple. Sister Ella Gayman gave an exper—Leah E. Dohner.
While tent meetings were on our church
ience she had while in India. The Young
was brightened up with two coats of paint.
People spoke on Peace, a timely subject
for these days. Although we rejoiced in the South Mountain Chapel, formerly Chestnut I praise God for these things we can enjoy
thru serving him.
things of God yet our hearts are still bur- Grove
July 23 one of our Sunday School attendened for those who refused God's Call.
Our aim is to trust God for all things who
We are continuing in prayer and believing dants followed Jesus in being baptised and never fails. We ask your prayers for our
God for souls. By His grace we are going uniting with the church.
Young People who made a start and for
forward in Dallas Center.
The Daily Vacation Bible School, delayed those who are not willing as yet to give up
until more adequate rooms were available, and lay all on the altar which is the only
—Faye Alleman was held Aug. 21-Sept. 1, in the new chapel. true way to live.
122 were enrolled with 98 regular atten—Mrs. Harry Freed
dants. After the Pastor, Rev. Stayman,
Chestnut Grove Church, Ashland, Ohio
gave a short decision message, many of the
The NORTHERN OHIO YOUNG PEO- children accepted Jesus as their Saviour. Oak Ridges, Markham District
PLE met here Sunday P. M. and evening, Special features of the school were learningDaily Vacation Bible School was very well
June 25. The theme for the day was new choruses, sending ten bouquets of attended again this year with on enrollment
flowers
to
sick
in
community
and
an
illus"Challenges of Mission Work" and the
of 117 and an average attendance of 83. The
speakers were those of our own number trated talk by Bishop Byers. The mission- interest shown in the community was splenwho have served in the Home Mission field.
did, and we did appreciate the fine class
Bro. Robert Wengerd who served in Kenof high-school boys and girls who attended.
There were several divisions made in the
tucky, represented the rural areas of the
class-rooms, and those who had previously
church while Sn. Ruth Heisey who served
been saved felt encouraged and strengthenin Detroit and Sr. Ida Davis who labored
Farewell for Books
ed to go forward in His service. The Lord
in both Detroit and San Francisco preblessed in the closing exercises when the
sented the challenge of our large cities. We
were sorry that Bro. Eli Hostettler Jr. was
A farewell meeting will be held at the classes presented their program with inspirunable to be with us. We truly appreciate Messiah Home, Harrisburg, Penna, on ation to a full house.
our young people who have already given of
The Sunday School attendance was fair
their time and talents in the harvest field. Sunday afternoon, October 15 at 2:30 for during the summer months. On July 23
the
out-going
missionaries,
Bro.
and
Sr.
Special music and a reading rounded out the
Sr. Anita Brechbill gave us an interesting
program. The day was climaxed by an al- Alvin Book from California. Plans are talk about the work at the Philadelphia
tar service where one who had been facing made for them to leave for Africa by air on Mission. This was very much enjoyed by
light for some time, surrendered and found the following week. We urge the church to all.
the supreme joy of a yielded life.
The Lord has opened up the way within
pray for our Bro. and Sr. as They go to
A TENT MEETING was held the last
the last month for us to have services in
two weeks of July with Bro. Donald Heer as the field of their calling that a double por- the schoolhouse every Sunday evening. Bro.
evangelist. The tent was pitched six miles tion of God's Spirit may come upon them Allen Heise is our Young People's leader,
from the church in a new community but for theirs is a great work.
and Rev. Ray Nigh is our Minister. These
just a mile from where the Pleasant Grove
All are invited to attend and to show services are well attended and the interest
church was located in former years. Conis growing—would you help us pray for
viction fell from the first. There was an your interest in them by your attendance. these services? We know that God will
altar service the first night as well as
work as we pray and believe Him for great
Foreign Mission Board
several succeeding nights. Then the devil
things.
got busy using ideal weather for a belated
Graybll
Wolgemuth,
Chairman
—Ruth W. Henderson
harvest, an accident in one home and a
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On The Foreign Field
Report Of 1950 African
Conference
Conference Preparations
Preparing for an African conference is
slightly different than what is done in the
Homeland. Preparing for hundreds of Africans means the putting up of two large
grass shelters—one for the men and boys
and one for the women and girls; the
gathering of wood for making fires to keep
warm and perhaps to boil some water for
making tea; the collecting of drums in
which their food will be cooked, etc. Also
arrangements had to be made to care for
39 Missionaries and 17 children. The
missionaries and Africans of Mtshabezi
made ample provision for the comfort of
all who came. It was on Thursday that
most of the Africans came: some by bus,
some by can, some by bicycle and some on
foot. Our hearts were deeply stirred as
we saw them coming in from all directions
and we prayed that this Conference would
be a time of great Spiritual inspiration and
encouragement to them.
African Business Conference.
Early on Friday morning we all gathered
together in the church for prayers and later
entered the Business Conference. We realized God directing us as the various items
were discussed and decided upon. Because
of the growing work, two men, Pinda
Ndhlovu and Mangisi Sibanda, were chosen
as full time men to assist our African
Ministers in helping care for the Spiritual
Work. When Bishop Brubaker announced
the names of those chosen, he asked if the
church had anything to say. A number of
Africans expressed their thanks that young
helpers had been chosen and pledged them
their support and prayers so that the work
of God might grow. The young men very
humbly accepted their appointments and
asked for the prayers of the Church. Will
you join us in prayer for them ?
Bible Conference.
Many heart-searching as well as inspirational thoughts were given during our
services with the Africans. The hearts of
many were challenged as one of our African
Ministers discussed Tithing. He referred
to a number of Scriptures and after reading
Prov. 3:9,10 he pointed out that we must
honour the Lord with all that we have. He
said that our grain, our cows, our riches,
our houses and all that we have must be
baptized. If those things are not baptized,
it becomes difficult to give. After reading
Lev. 27:30 he stopped for a moment and
then in his characteristic way said, "Church,
do you h e a r ? " and then he read the verse
again. He told us that it is all right for us
to eat but we must eat our own food and
not that of the Lord's. One tenth belongs to
the Lord and if we do not give that to Him
we are stealing. As he read Mai. 3:6-10 he
emphasized the truth that there is blessing
for body and soul as we bring oun tithes to
God. The work of God can only go forward as we obey God and tithe. He further
said, "Church, we are going forward as we
tithe, we shall run forward, we shall fly."
Communion Service.
Ordinarily one thinks of the Mtshabezi
Church as being very large but it was far

too small to accomodate all who came for
Conference and many had to sit outside.
This was especially true on Sunday. On
Sunday morning at 8 o'clock we gathered
t o g e t h e r for our communion service.
There were 825 Communicants—the largest
number that we have ever had take communion at one time.
To realize that so
many were able to commemorate with us
of the sufferings of Christ caused us to rejoice.
Ordination Service.
One hour before the Midday service was
to begin the church was packed because
everyone wanted to get inside for the
Ordination Service, and they knew that it
would be impossible for all those present
(1,369) to get inside.
After the opening, Brother Mann gave
very1 fitting remarks in behalf of the
Missionaries pledging our loyalty to and cooperation with Brother Climenhaga as he
becomes our new leader and Bishop. He
said that we need to pray for our leader
and make it a daily habit.
Mfundisi Dube spoke in behalf of the
African Church. He referred to Ex. 17:12
and said that if we co-operate with our
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To our new leader he spoke of the tremendous responsibility that would be
humanly speaking, overwhelming but that
he would be supported and strengthened
by the presence of a never-failing God and
that the promise, "Lo, I am with you alway"
was made for just such an occasion as this.
As the charge was committed to Brother
Climenhaga it was, "In the sure knowledge
that He who has called you will give His
angels charge over thee to keep thee in all
thy ways as you walk with Him."
Farewell Service.
The Sunday evening service was primarily
a Farewell meeting but Brother Climenhaga
first spoke a few words in answer to the
question asked during the
Ordination
Service. He referred to the time when he
was saved, the time when the Holy Spirit
came into his life, and the time when he
heard the Call of God. At that time he said,
"Thy will be done," and he prays the same
today. Romans 8:28 was made a blessing
to them before coming to this land, and it
was a means of encouragement to them
when they heard of their appointment. He
pledged their willingness to be our servants
and to care for the Work of God.
Srs. Kauffman and Kreider gave touching words of Farewell and the wife of
Mfundisi Dube responded with fitting words
of thanks for that which they had done
for the African people.
Sr. Brubaker followed with words of
Farewell, expressing happiness that she
obeyed when she heard the Call of God.
Brother Brubaker spoke, telling how his
heart is still in the work but after much
prayer that the Lord would direct their way,
this seems to be God's Will for them. He
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Missionaries of the African Field pictured at the 1949 Conference.
new Mfundisi (Brother A. M. Climenhaga)
as these men did with Moses and do not
complain, the work of God will grow. We
shall need to hold up his arms when there
are difficulties. He said, "Mothers, here is
y o u r Nkosikazi (Sr. Climenhaga). She
is among you and the work will grow as
you work with her and learn to understand
each other." "I shall work with Mfundisi
as long as I live. I might complain because
he is only a child;" but, turning to Bro.
Climenhega, he said, "Mfundisi, I shall
work with you and speak to you as father."
Before giving the Charge, Brother
Brubaker stressed the need for leadership
and made fitting comparisons between the
tasks of the early leaders and those of the
present day. He pointed out that the demands of leadership
include: Vision,
Courage and Humility.
The church in
Africa was admonished to receive her new
leader as one anointed of God and to give
him; loyalty, respect and support. As we
pray for our leader and his wife, we shall
find it difficult to do anything but to love
them, support them and co-operate with
them in the work.

told how God had verified His promise of
Mark 10:29, 30 in His work among them.
He admonished the church to give Christ
the first place in their lives.
As the African Overseers gave words of
appreciation for the leadership of Brother
Brubaker in the work in this land, there were
feelings too deep to be expressed. They
thanked both Brother and Sister Brubaker
for their faithful years of service. There
was gratefulness as they told of some of
the special ways that Brother Brubaker
had guided them when they came to him
with their troubles. They said that they
had not been asked if they are willing for
the Brubakers to leave and they really
don't agree but they can do nothing about
it. Two of them broke down and could say
nothing more as they tried to express their
thanks.
As the service closed that evening, we
were thankful that God had given us such
a capable leader: one who knew God, one
who loved.the African people, one who gave
of his best for the work in this land, and
under whose leadership the work went forward. And now since they will leave us,
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we are thankful that the one chosen to take
his place is a man whom we feel is God's
anointed, the one whom He has called for
this work and we feel assured that God will
continue, to lead on to Victory as we look
to Him.
Dispersing of Africans.
The joy we received by worshiping with
so large a group of Africans and listening
to their testimonies was beyond that which
we would be able to put into words. As
we went to the women's shelter on Sunday
afternoon, we found some already rolling
up their blankets so that they would be
ready to leave after the evening service
but many did not leave until the next morning. As they left us we had the feeling
that one gets when the time has come to
end a season of rejoicing with those of like
faith.
God had met with us and many
stirring truths were given; some of which,
brought encouragement and others brought
conviction as those who stayed for prayers
told us. We are thankful for the number
who sought the Lord after the various
services, also for those who expressed their
need and asked for prayer as we walked
around and visited with the people between
the sessions.
Missionary Bible Conference.
As we gathered together in our morning
and evening prayers and in the sessions of
Bible Conference we felt the Holy Spirit
searching our hearts and showing us Victories ahead which He would have us claim
for the work in this land. We were made
conscious of the needs of those about us,
the Power which God has promised to us
and the need of our daily Maintaining the
Missionary Example.
On Sunday morning the Lord drew near
as we spent the time in praying for a revival: In the Homeland, In the Mission
Fields, In the Rhodesias and South Africa,
and In the Brethren in Christ in the Rhodesias.
How deep and searching was the Message given by Bishop Brubaker on Sunday
evening when he spoke to us on Galatians
5:22-23. The Fruit of the Spirit is Joy. He
emphasized the thought that Heavenly Joy
is born in Heaven and it comes as a gift of
God not dependent upon Circumstances. He
also said, "Even though a fruit of the
Spirit is Joy, its roots strike down into
the subsoil of deep sorrow and loneliness
sometimes."
Childrens' Bible Classes.
Almost every day during our pleasant
stay together the missionary children enjoyed Bible Classes under the leadership of
Srs. Cinder and Asper. The leaders did an
excellent price of work as was shown by
the interesting program the children gave
on the last Sunday afternoon.
Closing Sessions.
While the Executive Board and other
Boards were busy having discussions on the
problems of the work and seeking solutions
for> them, there was time for the others to
visit and some were able to get out to
villages.
At the close of the Business Session on
Monday afternoon our hearts were again
deeply moved as the time drew near to
separate and those who plan to leave us
soon, Sr. Kauffman, Sr. Kreider and Bro.
Brubaker very touchingly told us of the joy
which they have had in the service of the
Lord in this land. Brother Brubaker also
spoke of the spirit of comradeship there is
among those who have fought together and
how it is true of us Missionaries who have
been together here in the battle for souls.
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Be Prepared
Leroy C. Brown
One Monday morning Herbert Stanton,
a prosperous business man. sat at his desk.
Mr. Stanton was big. His features were
heavy, and for Monday morning he was in
a very good mood. He puffed leisurely on
his cigar as he opened the morning mail.
The mail was heavy that Monday morning.
The business man smiled with a self-satisfied air as he opened an envelope and saw
a contract from Weiss and Company. This
meant more dollars for Mr. Stanton's already large bank account.

There was a plain white envelope. When
Mr. Stanton opened it his smile changed
to a frown, because right before him were
these words: Prepare to meet thy God.
"Who d a r e d send me this t r a c t ? "
thought Mr. Stanton. All who knew this
big business man knew that he was an
atheist who denied God at every opportunity. But the atheist's frown turned to a
smile again as he thought of Mr. C. 0 .
Harrington, a business acquaintance who
was also an atheist. "I'll just put this in
another envelope and send it to C. 0 . , " he
chuckled. "It will be a good joke on h i m ! "
Two weeks later Mr. Stanton heard that
1 ; • > > b - :
=
C.
0 . Harrington had become a Christian,
-^g*N^.i
but he could not believe it until he talked
with Mr. Harrington in person.
"Yes, it's true, Herbert," admitted Mr.
Harrington. "And it happened in a most
M»m i unusual way. Someone sent me a tract
called 'Prepare to meet thy God' At first
I thought it was a joke, and I laughed. But
those words, 'Prepare to meet thy God,"
seemed to haunt me. I tore up the tract
^•^•"•"•"•^•"•"V"* •"•**•"• *^*v% •**%•••••••• ••
and I swore, but those words still rang in
my
ears: Prepare to meet thy God—and I
Brother A. M. Climenhaga gave words of
thanks to the Brubakers on behalf of the couldn't have any peace until I did just
Missionaries for their years of service and that. I wish I knew who sent me that
then had the following read:
tract; I would like to thank him."
"WHEREAS our bishop and his wife,
"I sent you the tract," admitted Herbert.
Brother and Sister Brubaker, will be retir"You!"
ing after twenty-one years of leadership of
the work of the Brethren in Christ Church
"Yes. Someone sent it to me and I
in Rhodesia before another African Con- passed it on to you as a joke, but now it
ference meets,
"We, their fellow missionaries, wish to seems that the joke is on me."
"The joke is on you if you keep denyexpress our appreciation for their life
amongst us during these years of our ser- ing God," replied Mr. Harrington, seriousvice together.
ly. "How wrong we were, Herbert! Come
"Brother Brubaker has walked amongst into the office—I want to have a talk with
us as a man of integrity, sympathy, and
a humble, disciplined walk with his Lord, you about your soul."
" 0 . K., C. 0 . , I'm coming," nodded Hershowing withal vision and an awareness of
the currents of life with their resultant bert, as he followed Mr. Harrington into
problems and perplexities, as well as joys the office.—Christian Life.
and sorrows. When sore pressed by the
\ mtm <
Enemy we could turn to our leaden and
talk over our problems as with a friend.
The Seven Mistakes of Man
His sympathetic ear and understanding
heart helped us to regain perspective, lift
There
are seven mistakes of life which
up our eyes in faith, and return to our
tasks to fight faithfully in the place where many of us make," said a famous writer,
God had placed us. He heard our confiden- and then he gave the following list:
ces and kept them.
He understood, but
1. The delusion that individual advanceopposed when necessary, sending us away
ment
is made by crushing others down.
assured that hastily spoken words had been
2. The tendency to worry about things
forgotten and confused thoughts and broken
sentences had been understood, and our which cannot be changed or corrected.
willingness to walk by faith was strength3. Insisting that a thing is impossible
ened.
because we ourselves cannot accomplish it.
"To Sister Brubaker, his faithful help4. Refusing to set aside trivial prefermate, advisor and confidante who is indeed
one with him in understanding and purpose, ences in order that important things may
we have learned to turn to as an elder be accomplished.
sister.
5. Neglecting development and refine"To them both we, their colleagues, say
ment
of the mind, and not acquiring the
"God bless you." We know they will continue to walk among men as those whose habit of reading and study.
eye is on Heaven and who are ready to help
6. Attempting to compel other persons
those who have need of help. May the rich to believe and live as we do.
blessings of God crown their future."
7. The failure to establish the habit of
—Mary H. Brenaman
saving money.—Biblical Recorder.
Anna Graybill
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Parable Of A Jellyfish"
Elaine

Summers

This half hour for meditation and prayer has been placed carefully into a busy
morning. She sat down at the desk and
opened her Bible. Yesterday's unsorted
mail lay there in a disorderly pile. She
reread a letter, pitched an advertisement
into the wastebasket. . . .
H-m-m. A new stamp issue! Edgar Allen
Poe. And such a pretty color! Wonder
who decides what goes on postage stamps.
She examined the stamp carefully, removed it from the envelope. The red pencil
she used to mark her Bible needed sharpening. . . .
Where is that little pocket pencil sharpener? A knife will do. I suppose. And
where is the knife? Red lead seems more
crumbly than black lead. Softer maybe.
May depend on what number you buy.
Wonder what it's made of. There's a speck
on my glass. . . .

She polished the glasses with a Kleenex
and put the pencil s h a v i n g s and the
Kleenex into the wastebasket. She noticed
that a calendar needed turning; she turned
the calendar. She watched a fly crawl slowly across the ceiling, and observed philosophically that it was a bit late in the
season for flies.
A half hour went by in trivia, and the
open Bible lay there on the desk unread.
—Youth Christian
Companion.

Christian Perfection

which tell us of this experience being enjoyed. Genesis 6:9. "Noah was perfect in
his generations, and Noah walked with
God." I Kings 15:14. "Asa's heart was
perfect with the Lord all his days." Job
1:8. "Hast thou considered my servant
Job, that he is a perfect and upright
m a n ? " Phil. 3:15. "Let us therefore, as
many as be perfect, be thus minded." And
in Hebrews 10:14 we have a wonderful
Scripture. "For by one offering, he hath
perfected forever them that are sanctified."
Friend, if you let Christ save you, and
sanctify you, then He will have made perfect your heart toward Him, and as you
are obedient and walk in His way, that
perfection will be yours forever.
This kind of a Christian life, with its
depth and richness, is for every one. It is
for you. It is for you today. Do you have
a longing in your heart right now? Maybe
you have often felt like the poet said.

(Continued from page four)
the Scriptures. It is commanded by God
himself. We find this in several references.
Genesis 1 7 : 1 . "And the Lord said to
Abram, T am the Almighty God, walk before me and be thou perfect.'" Deut. 18:
13. "Thou shalt be perfect with the Lord
thy God." Matt. 5:48. "Be ye therefore
perfect, even as your Father which is in
heaven is perfect." Hebrews 6:1. "Go on
unto perfection." Hebrews 10:14. "He
hath perfected forever them that are sanctified."
In the Bible we find prayers recorded
for perfection. In I Chron. 29:18, 19, " 0
Lord God of Abraham, give unto Solomon
Thy son, a perfect heart, to keep thy
commandments, thy testimonies, thy statutes, and to do all these things." John
17:23 in the great high priestly prayer of
Jesus for you, He prayed, "I in them and
thou in me. that they may be made perfect
in one." Col. 4:12. "Always laboring fervently for you in prayers, that ye may
stand perfect and complete in all the will
of God." My friend. Christian perfection
is included in the plan of salvation, for we
read in Col. 1:28, "We preach Christ,
warning every man and teaching every
man-in all wisdom; that we may present
every man perfect in Christ Jesus."
For the benefit of those who think that
Christian perfection is impossible, let me
remind you of the records in the Bible

"Long my heart has sighed for thee, long
has evil reigned within.
Jesus sweetly speaks to me, 7 will cleanse
thSe from all sin.' "
If you believe now that the blood of
Jesus Christ cleanses from all sin. then He
will give you,
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Under New Management
(Continued from page five)
Birt since the Holy Ghost has taken over it
is so much easier to conform with the
spirits. Formula: that women adorn themselves in modest apparel with shamefacedness and sobreity; not with broided hair,
or gold, or pearls, or with costly array.
(I Timothy 2 : 9 ) . The armament department of carnal warfare with its awful
spirit of revenge and its unjust demands
for reprisals, its suicidal ideals, its greed
for territorial exploits, and its immature
reasoning to bring about lasting peace
must and is vanquished once and for all
whefi we come under this new management of the Spirit of Christ which is indeed a gospel of peace and glad tidings.
Fifth, new objectives. Every business
endeavors to promote its cause and this is
done in many ways — advertising, new
lines;, and special sales. This is all done
with an objective in view which is to increase the stocks and bonds and more
capital. But the redeemed of the Lord is
to forget those things that are behind, and
press toward the mark for the prize of the
high calling of God in Christ Jesus. (Phil.
3:13-14). Our objective is not limited to
stocks and bonds but to mansions in the
skies.
Sixth, profits and loss. Business has its
profit and loss statements and rightly so,
as this is the only way they have of knowing where they come from and where they
stand financially at the end of the year.
What are these losses and gains compared
to the spiritual losses and gains? We have
this declaration in the Word of God.
"What shall it profit a man, if he gain the
whole w o r l d and lose his own s o u l ? "
Mark 8:36. Know ye not that the one
talent has just as great a right to increase
as the five, maybe not as large but in proportion to the same. We may not be able
to give our thousands, or sway the world
for God, or lead our hundreds to Christ,
or successfully wield the mantle of Elijah,
or play the leading role in the church's
program. But, bless God, we can give a
cup of cold water in the name of Christ,
and with that kindly little act there is an
immortal reward over in the glory world
awaiting us.
Lastly, every enterprise has its marks of
identity clearly posted on the outside for
the passersby to see. So the child of God
that comes under this new management has
his sign hanging out, not so much in letters but in Christian conduct and practice
—Holiness unto the Lord.
—Shippensburg, Pa.

"A heart in every thought renewed, and
full of love divine.
Perfect, and right, and pure, and good, a
copy, Lord, of thine."
—Nanticoke, Ontario.

It is well to know how to be silent til
it is time to speak.
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Brethren, Judge Not
By the late John

T

HESE ARE DAYS of criticism and judg-

ments. These have been carried to the
point of hatred and strife among the people called Christians. We should observe
Matthew 7 : 1 , "Judge not." There are several reasons why we should not judge each
other.

Of course, God commands us not to do
it. And when we do, we break this command, and evil results always follow.
No man is capable of judging another
man because he cannot know the motives
of the offender. He can only look at the
acts of another while God looks at the
heart. It is not what we do so much as
why we do it. Many times we misjudge
another because we do not know what
prompted the act or word. Perhaps if we
had been in his place we might have done
worse than he did.
We err in judgment because our judgment is not perfect; and our service at
times is not perfect because of an imperfect judgment. I would like to meet a man
who never made a mistake. There is a difference between a mistake and a. sin. A
mistake is that which we do wrong when
we try to do right. A sin is that which we
do wrong when we know we are doing
wrong. It is a willful act. There is where
God sees our motive and deals with us
accordingly. Man does not see the motive
and he may misjudge us.

Clement

point of open sin God has laid down rules
to deal with that situation. It is always
safe to follow the good old Book. I am
writing this that we will cease our criticism
and come back to the Bible standard where
we "Love one another; for love is of God;
and every one that loveth is born of God,
and knoweth God."
We have the best thing in the world,
why condemn it and make it obnoxious to
the world. God bless our preachers. We
have as fine a group of young preachers as
walks the earth; and the older ones surely
have made a contribution to the cause of
Holiness. They deserve a large place in
our hearts and prayers.
—Wesleyan Methodist.

Peace In Chaos
(Continued from page seven)

permitted to conduct a street meeting in
the same square. What a contrast to the
previous evening as hundreds gathered to
hear the gospel! Thousands of tracts,
printed in French, were distributed to the
throngs as they waited for streetcars. Not
one discarded tract was found at the close
of the meeting as the crowd went down the
street singing gospel hymns on their way
to the meeting place of the convention. One
young soldier jumped from the streetcar
and asked the motorman to wait while he
In Romans 14:4, "Who art thou that
ran across to receive one of the tracts. His
judgest another man's servant? to his own
face was beaming as he took the tract from
master he standeth or falleth." Let his
me and ran back to the car.
own master judge him. When you take
The people of Europe are hungry for
the judgment seat you have usurped another person's role. If the individual is the truth. In one of the Youth for Christ
God's servant God will look after him. You summer team reports (the Morrison-Mottneed not bother about that. A preacher weiler team), the story was told of a street
once told me that God had raised him up meeting in front of a Communistic home.
to "dig u p " the Holiness people. I asked After the service, one of the men told the
him what he did with that Scripture, team. "We agree with you. We understand
"Strengthen ye the weak hands, and con- what you are trying to do. * * * We feel
firm the feeble knees . . . support the weak, that Communism is coming at our need
be patient toward all men." The term "dig from the wrong end. The social and econoup" is not a scriptural term. God says "dig mic approach will take too long. Religion
about"; do your best in fertilizing and would be the shortcut and the satisfying
cultivating that there might be good re- portion now."
sults.
Christians of Europe are making every
The evil results of judging others are sacrifice they can for this cause. From
Switzerland three men bicycled to Brussels
many and alarming:
We disqualify ourselves to ever be a in order to save money. They were so impressed by the appeal of evangelism and
blessing to the one we misjudge.
We become bitter in spirit, and develop the needs of the world that they gave all
a critical disposition—and who wants a but five francs (ten cents) in the first offering. It was a challenge to hear of the
sour, bitter preacher.
We sow discord among the brethren— tremendous opportunities and the wideopen door for revival in the Europen counand God hates that.
I do not want to compromise but it is tries, which are seldom considered a part
better to deal with principle than with of the world mission field.
—The Free Methodist
persons. If a person goes wrong to the
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Christian In The Home
(Continued from page six)
From this thought, we get an altogether
different conception of what home really
is. It is the first, and perhaps the most
simple and beautiful manifestation of the
authority of Jesus. Every member in the
home having recognized the supreme kingship of Christ will find that his relationship to the others is ennobled and purified
as they live in the realm of Christian love.
This brings us to the thought of our relationship to each other. Each will be willing to sink personal aims for the sake of
the realization of the highest good of
others. No one will desire to gratify any
part of his own wishes at the expense o f
another. Many homes in which there exis'
jangling and wrangling, strained feelings
weakened faith, and love that has beer,
tragically lessened would become a miniature heaven if Christ were given the proper
place in the hearts of both parents and
children—husband and wife. Paul presents
home relationships beautifully, when he
says,
"Husbands, love your wines, even as
Christ also loved the church, and
gave himself for it." (Eph. 5:25).
This is true love; in such, the many little
neglects which mar the lives of women
and give birth to disappointed hopes will
not exist. The realization of this ideal will
make impossible the selfish brutality which
too often has made the home infinitely
more like Hell than Heaven. Again he
says,
"Wives, submit yourselves to your
own husbainds, as unto the Lord."
(Eph. 5:22).
This can only be obeyed when the husband
is loving with the Lord's love. The woman
who has a genuinely Christian husband
with the love of the Lord in his heart will
find this type of submission a great joy.
Then there is also the responsibility of
the parents to the children as we have already emphasized. This certainly needs to
be stated and restated in these terrible days
in which we are living. The commandment
is that the parents are to train the children. This is to be done tenderly—not by
methods that will provoke anger—but as
the apostle says,
"in the nurture and admonition of the
Lord." (Eph. 6 : 4 ) .
It is impossible to i m a g i n e what a
change would come to America if the
homes would be Christian and the children
would be brought up as Paul designates.
Our delinquency problem would be settled
over night, but our age has become so impure in thought and sentiment that people
will poke their tongues in their cheeks and
smile cynically as they hear these scriptural admonitions and the holy advice
given, but by doing this, they are digging
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their own premature g r a v e s and going
down into the pit of Hell.
I read an article the other day which
was indeed touching, and I am going to
take the time to share it with you in the
hope that it will arouse many of you
fathers and mothers to the importance of
living a truly Christian life and seeing to
it that you have a genuinely Christian
home. This article is entitled. "I Wish My
Mummy Didn't Smoke."
"I know my mummy loves me. She
dresses me up in nice clothes. She feeds
me on the things that are good for me. She
buys me lots of things. She reads books
about how to take care of me. She sits up
with me when I don't feel well. She will
do most anything for me, but I wish she
didn't smoke!
"I've never had a clean kiss in all my
. life. Sometimes her breath is awful bad,
and when she kisses me just after she has
been smoking, it almost makes me sick.
All the time there's something funny tasting about it. Once it made me sick, and I
cried! then she said it was something I had
eaten.
"She was fixing my oatmeal the other
morning and smoking, and she got ashes in
it. 'Course she didn't see it, but I had to
eat it.
"I get so tired of living in smoke all
the time. It hurts my eyes; then I rub
them hard, and she doesn't know what's
the matter.
"The worst thing is when she lays a
cigarette down; the blue smoke gets into
my eyes and nose and stings and stings.
She doesn't know why I fuss so much, and
sometimes she shakes me for being bad.
Sometimes my lungs hurt from so much
smoke; then I cry, and mummy gets cross.
I don't know how to tell her. and then we
both get fussy, and mummy tells my daddy
that I have been 'just awful all day.'
"And I don't like the way some men
look at my mummy when we are eating in
a restaurant, and she is smoking. Maybe
I'll get used to it, but it's awful hard on a
little fellow like me. I like fresh air and
clean things. I feel so good when I get
outdoors and away from my mummy's
smoke.
"Sometimes mummy has company in
the afternoon; when all the 'girls' begin
to smoke, and there aren't any windows
open, it gets terrible. I get cross, and
mummy says, T don't know what's wrong
with that child today. Why can't he be
good when there's company in the house?'
"Once, when she was holding me and
smoking. I got some ashes in my eye; it
hurt awful, and I screamed and screamed.
That night she told Daddy I had a temper
tantrum. I don't know what a temper tantrum is, but it sure hurts.
"It's awful hard growing up with grownups. And now, Grandma's started smoking too!
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Beauty
Look at a little colorless drop of water,
hanging weakly on a blade of grass. It is
not beautiful at all; why should you stop
to look at it? Stay till the sun has risen,
and now look. It is sparkling like a diamond; and if you look at it from another
side, it will be glowing like a ruby, and
presently gleaming like an emerald. The
poor little drop has become one of the
brightest and loveliest things you ever saw.
But is it its own brightness and beauty?
N o : if it slipped down to the ground out
of the sunshine, it would be only a poor
little dirty drop of water. So, if the Son
of Righteousness, the glorious and lovelySavior shines upon you, a little ray of his
own brightness and beauty will be seen
upon you.—F. R. Havergal.

"I wish my mummy didn't."
With the abounding inconsistencies and
fleshly indulgences of fathers and mothers,
grandfathers and grandmothers in these
days, what else can we expect than a generation of godless, sensual, vile, devilish
and Christ-rejecting children? As I think
of this, I somehow wish that if we can't
have more Christian homes, the present
generation of youngsters would get so disgusted with the rotten indulgences of their
elders that they would turn from it all and
seek wholeheartedly after the true and living God which will bring to them the
peace and joy that their hearts desire. This
is free America, but many are exercising
their freedom to an alarming extent, giving way to the spirit of anarchy and carnal indulgence, ending in the destruction
of the higher aims and purposes of life.
Socrates, who lived before Christ's teachings were known to the world, yet who
seemed to catch a ray of prevenient light,
once said. "Could I climb to the highest
place in Athens, I would lift my voice and
proclaim. 'Fellow citizens, why do you
turn and scrape every stone to get wealth
and take so little care of your children to
whom you must relinquish it all some
day?'"
In all too many instances, children are
not reared these days—they grow up like
weeds! They are turned loose on society
to do almost as they please. After the parents have engaged in a few years of sweet
oblivion, they wake up to the fact that thev
have some bad children who are beyond
their control, on the way to jails, and
many times, to the electric chair. Then in
their desperation, they i m p l o r e some
preacher to pray for them and wonder why
they are so bad. How different it all is
when the claims of Christ are recognized
in the home, and proper relationships arc
sustained. The influence of such a Christian home will be far-reaching;, touching
numberless lives. Relatives, friends, and
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neighbors will rise up in a future day and
call such a home "blessed."
In a genuinely Christian home where
proper relationships are sustained, there
will be no difficulty in the regulation of
that home. The husband and father will
exert the proper authority and do it in the
fear of God. He will see to it that thanks
are returned at the table and that family
worship is the order of the day—reading
the Bible and g a t h e r i n g the children
around for a season of prayer.
Surely anyone can realize that these circumstances will produce different children
from those where the father is a cursing,
gambling, immoral wretch.
Xhe mother also will recognize her Godgiven place in teaching the children according to the Word of God. Her Christlike life, standards of purity, and her
prayerful interest in each member of the
home will make her a queen from Heaven,
never to be forgotten. Surely any child
and any sane man will prefer such a
woman to the many who are smoke-soaked,
alcohol-diluted, club-crazed, and m a n y
times, foul-mouthed that we so often see
in the present day.
Home regulation will also be made much
easier where there are c h i l d r e n who
are desirous of being obedient, who have
accepted Christ, who are desirous of obeying Him and also their parents, who anxiously await the time of family worship,
who are desirous of being found in the
house of the Lord on the Sabbath day and
on prayer meeting night, who are taught
the Word of God and are anxious to live
by its precepts, and who desire the paths
of purity and true holiness in Christ.
How different such a home from the one
where children snap back at father and
mother with an oath, who disregard all
admonition, who are constantly telling
mother and dad where to "head in" at, and
who disregard the rules of school, community and nation! They go out in the
world to live for the devil, giving way to
the lusts of the flesh, and finally dying
without Christ to spend eternity in a devil's
Hell. To you who are Christians, I call
upon you to continue to make your home
genuinely, consistently, a n d constantly
Christian. To you who are not Christians,
my prayer is that you will accept the Lord
Jesus Christ and immediately set up a
Christian home. And to the youth of my
audience, I admonish you not to become
unequally yoked together with unbelievers,
which is one of the most disastrous things
that can take place. Many homes were on
the rocks before they were even started because this admonition of the Lord was disregarded, and now in the words of the
apostle, I conclude by saying,
"Let us all adorn the doctrine of God
our Saviour . . . by first showing
piety at home."
—Gospel Banner.
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Why and Whither, 1950
How did the MCC begin ? During the summer of 1920 the four Mennonite delegates
from Russia visited our United States and
Canadian communities, telling of suffering
and need in the Ukraine. All of the American groups were stirred and ready to send
help. To the representative group met at
Elkhart, it seemed only reasonable that this
be sent through one cooperative channel.
Since then there have been a series of such
occurences.
The MCC is still the American channel
of liaisonship and help to Mennonite brotherhood groups anywhere else. Since then
migration and resettlement h e l p to our
refugee and DP brethren has been an added
assignment. Out of this experience_ the
large measure of common faith and position,
due to our common Anabaptist faith, has
become increasingly evident to us all. So
too have the reasonableness and efficiencies
and larger witness of using this cooperative
channel in a growing area of concern and
burden in world mission. Giving War and
Emergency Relief and other foreign services, following through at home and abroad
the implicatons of our historic and scriptural position on Peace, War and Nonresistance, spelling out through Voluntary and
Mental Health Services something of concern for needs in our own country and of
gratitude for blessings from God and country, and the establishing of coordinated
services in travel, student exchange, e t c , to
our several groups and agencies are included
in the present pattern of assignment.
"In the Name of Christ" has for some
years seemed to many to symbolize best the
intent of this channel of service and witness.
Discipleship to Him promotes the giving,
sharing, and going of this supplemental but
integral arm of the church's Commissioned
Mission. This place and purpose fori the
Committee has become generally accepted
among us and its services used and appreciated.
What is the future of the MCC? We are
probably no better able to foresee and predict than we would have been in the '20s.'
However, it does seem clear that we will
need and want to share with our immigrant
and resettled brethren for many y e a r s
ahead, and be big brother materially and
spiritually and to stand by as real Christian
brothers to the younger as well as older
brotherhood groups- everywhere. We have
come to know also that emergency physical
distress and need is not limited to war, time
and place, but that cold wars, too, result in
heartless cruelty and innocent suffering and
in critical tension areas affecting masses
and that if we belong in any such we have
concern in all. We are rightly becoming
sensitive, too, to maladjustments in ouri own
national culture and society and this drives
to sharing of blessing and faith in continuingly new and wider patterned ways in
the homeland.
This area of common concern of the Committee's governing groups is likely to continue to widen and so can the use and service of this cooperating agency. Such a channel of world-wide outlook, c o n c er n and
awareness, sensitive to the inner spiritual
heartbeat of this Christian family group's
concerns, organized for mobility, flexibility,
efficiency and with all its parts committed
as "slaves" to Christ and servants to each
other and to all, is bound to be fully used.
We pray that those serving Him through it
in the coming generations may find joy and
fulness in their service as has been the testimony of many in the generation past.
—Orie O. Miller.
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Just a Little Sin
"A ship once wrecked on the Irish coast.
The captain was a careful one. Nor had
the weather been of so severe a kind to
explain the wide distance the ship had
swerved from her course. The ship went
down, but so much interest was attached
to the disaster that a diver was sent down.
Among other portions of the vessel that
were examined was the compass that was
swung on deck, and inside the compass
box was detected a bit of steel which appeared to be the small point of a pocket
knife blade. It appeared that the day before the wreck a sailor had been sent to
clean the compass, had used his pocket
knife in the process, and had unconsciously broken off the point and left it remaining in the box.
The bit of knife blade exerted its influence on the compass, to a degree that deflected the needle from its proper bent,
and spoiled it as an index of the ship's
direction.
That piece of knife blade wrecked the
vessel.
Thus one trifling sin, as small as a
broken knife point, as it were, is able to
rob the conscience of peace and happiness."—Rev. John McNeil.
Concerning the Draft
An increasing number of young men and
ministers of young men are writing for
assistance in draft problems that are difficult
because they waited to seek help until the
men are dangerously near to induction into
the armed forces.
We, therefore, strongly urge and warn
men who are conscientiously opposed to
military service, to lose no time in securing
a clear status under the draft:
1. All men opposed to combatant and noncombatant service should be in Class
IV-E (except IV-F for those physically impaired, and V-A for those 26
years old or older.)
2. All men who have asked for SSS Form
150 but never received this from the
draft board, should by all means immediately take steps to secure this,
complete it and return it to the board.
It is the information supplied on this
questionnaire that is basic in securing
recognition as a CO.
3. All men who have Class I-A, I-A-O,
I-D, II-A, II-C, III-A or IV-A and have
not appealed for Class IV-E should do
so without delay.
In all of the above, men should be respectful and courteous toward the local board,
yet firm in their position. Provision for
conscientious objectors is based on the law
and not on the generosity of local board
members. In giving Class IV-E to a CO,
the local board is not granting a special
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favor, but merely following the regulations
that have been issued by the President.
The Mennonite Central Committee is prepared to assist in any problem that young
mep may have in relation to the draft. It
should be clear, however, that one of the
most prevalent reasons fori difficult cases
under the draft is failure to be prompt in
following the necessary procedures. It is
important to be prompt in seeking recognition in Class IV-E, or in seeking help to this
end if a problem is experienced.
Typhoon Strikes Japan
The MCC unit in Osaka, Japan, reported
that a severe typhoon struck on Sept. 3,
causing a temporary flood condition. Seven
Americans and thirty-one Japanese fled
from the rising water to the upper room of
the MCC center, where they remained for
several days until some could be removed by
rafts. In this emergency the unit was
assisted in various ways by officials and
others of the community, and was likewise
able to help other persons in need.
Shoe Contributions Needed
Recent needs for shoes for relief have
exceeded the amounts being contributed by
the churches. Especially in demand are
shoes for men and for children. Quality
should be such as to warrant distribution
"In the Name of Christ."

M.D.'s Testify on Draft Stand
Following testimony given by H. Clair
Amstutz, M.D., and others, the bill providing for special registration of doctors,
dentists and allied specialists up to 50 years
of age. was amended to make it clear that
the Selective Service provision for COs
would applv to persons registered under this
act. The bill requiring such registration
provides also for their induction into the
Armed Forces under a system of priority
under which persons who obtained their
training at government expense will be
called first. The bill was passed by both the
Senate and House of Representatives.
Further action on Universal Military
Training has been postponed until after
this session of Congress. The Senate Armed
Services Committee, instead of reporting
out a bill, appointed a sub-committee to give
the matter further study and to report in
January, 1951, or at the next session of
Congress.
A bill by Senator McCarran for the protection of the internal security of the United
States, and directed particularly to the citizenship restrictions of persons connected
with subversive activities, contained also a
section which would amend the naturalization oath so as to require persons who would
be naturalized to promise to do either combatant or non-combatant military service if
required by law. Following representation
made on this subject, Senator McCarran
agreed to introduce a qualifying amendment
bv which bona fide religious conscientious
obiectors to military service could be naturalized without promising to do military
service. The bill is now under consideration
in the Senate.

